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SUMMARY
Calculations have been made by the methcxlof characteristics of 2960
boundaries of supersonic axkymetric free jets exhausting from conically
divergent nozzles into still air. EIbecalculations cover jet Mach num-
bers from 1.5 to 3.0, ratio of specific heats of the jet from 1.115
to 1.667, divergence angles of the nozzle from 5° to 20°, and jet static-
pressure ratios from 1 to 10. !lheresults sre presented nondimensionally
and in a form that faciMtates practical use. SOme.random examples of
the effects of the variables involved sre shown, and the possibilities
of the simulation of one jet by another are
into still air and into supersonic stresms.
INTRODUCTION
examined for jets exhausting
+
One of the important characteristics of free jets exhausting into
still air is the shape of the jet boundary. Once the shape of the bound-
sz’yis known, it may be applied to a number of problems for which the
condition of constant pressure along the jet boundary is a permissible
assumption. Some of these applications have been discussed and illus.
trated in reference 1. Perhaps the most direct applications occur in
the design of airframe components to obtain jet clearance in the static
thrust condition and in the assessment of the deflections of the external
stream caused by a propulsive jet exhausting from an airplane flying at
low
the
the
jet
to moderate subsonic speeds. Other applications occur in estimating
performance of ejectors having near-constant pressure mixing and in
estimation of pressure on the base annulus separating an exhausting
from an externsl supersonic stresm. (See ref. 1.)
In reference 1 several calculations were made by the method of
characteristicsto obtain primsrily the shape of the jet boundsry, and
it was shown that the theoretical nonviscous boundaries agreed satis-
factorily with observed experimental boundaries over the region of prin-
cipal interest, namely, from the nozzle etit to the vicinity of the
.,
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maximum diameter of the free jet within the first wavelen@h. Beyond the
ma@mIM diameter, turbulent diffusion significantly affects the boundary
shape and generaIly permits simplified assumptions to be made of the shape.
The theoreti&l boundaries of reference 1 included a few calculations for
‘conicallydivergent nozzles in which the effects of nozzle divergence
angle and ratio of specific heats of the jet were exsmined for certain
srbiti=ily ChOSeIl initi~ conditions. The purpose of this paper is
to extend the theoretical calculations of boundary shapes for jets
exhausting from conically divergent nozzles and to present these bound-
ary shapes in a form convenient for practical use. These boundaries
cover the following range of variables: jet l%chnuuibers froml.5 to 3.0,
jet static-pressue ratios from 1 to 10, nozzle divergence angles from
5° to 200, and ratio of specific heats of the jet from 1.115 to 1.667.
SYMBOIS
See figure 1 for clarification of synibols.
‘s
jet Mach number; value at nozzle lip immediately ahead of exit
P.~ jet static pressure; value at nozzle lip immediately ahead of
“
Pm
‘s
x
Y
Yj
6j
%
etit
ambient static pressure
radius of jet exit
distance from plane of nozzle etit measured parallel to
jet sxi.s
perpendicular distsnce from jet axis
ratio of specific heats of jet
initial inclination of free jet boundary at jet exit
conical divergence angle or exit angle of nozzle measured
respect to jet axis
Slibscripts:
s jet
N nozzle
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o Value d eN = 0°
( Cu saibient
cJumLATIoNs
Scope
!lhecalculationswere made for all combinations of the fold.owing
variables: values of Mj of 1.5, 2.0, 205, .=d 3.O; values of 7j
of 1.u5, 1.2oo, 1.3oo, 1.4oo, smd 1.667; values of BN of 5°, lW,
qoflto loti
15°, and 20°; and values of ~ increments of 0.25.
m
Method
The methcd of characteristicswas used throughout. The procedure
was identical to that described in the section of appendix A of ref-
erence 1 entitled llSolutionfor Divergent Nozzles.*:
The leading characteristic lines (fig. 1) smd the initial values
for the characteristic lines from the center of expansion were computed
manually. The characteristic nets were dete~ed on a card-programed
electronic calculator.
The cslctitions were proposed to be carried through only until
the maximum diameter of the jet boundary was reached, since the shape
beyond the mxdmum diameter has little practical value. It will be
noted, however, that a number of the boundary calculations extend beyond
the maximum diameter. Tbis random extension results from a random con-
tinuance of the calculations; since these additional points on the
boundary were available, they have been included. For those boundaries
that extend well beyond the maximumdiameter, the boundary shape in the
neighborhood of the final.calculated point on the boundary may be sub-
ject to small errors that the foldback method of characteristics c@n
intrduce in this region. (See appendix A ~f ref.,1.) A few of the
boundary calculations at Mj = 1.5 were inadvertently terminated slQhtly
short of the maximum dimeter. . In all the present calculations the first-
fsmily characteristic Me determining the final point on the boundary
had its origin on the leading-characteristicline (fig. 1). Consequently,
the leading-characteristicline was terminated short of the jet axis, and
the complications of calculations ccming off the sxis were not encount-
ered. (See appendix A of ref. 1.) Inasmuch as the accuracy of the
boundary calculations is closely related to the densi.~ of the char-
acteristic net, some idea of the number of points contained in a typical
.—-.-“’L.-
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characteristic net (see fig. 1) may be of interest.
4
For every increase
Pj
in ~ of 0.25, an additional characteristic he from the center of
exp-mien was introduced. !Bms, a rehtively uniform accuracy was main-
Pj
tained as ~ was increased. F% example, at Mj = 1.5, e~ = 15°,
al Pj
and 7j = 1.4w, there are 28 points in the calculation at — = 1
Pj Pm
and 288 points in the calculation at — = 10.
Pm
me calcukted boundaries are presented in discontinuous-slopeform,
which is mnpatible with the lattice-point characteristicmethod (that
is, calculated points on boundary joined by straight lines). Ih practical
application a smooth curve is, of cowse, fitted to the discontinuous-
slope form of the boundary, particular care being given to maintain the
initial inclination of the %oundary.
RESULTS
Presentation of Boundaries
The 2g60 calculated boundaries are presented in figures 2 to 5.
Each group of boundaries corresponds to a variation of 3 from ltolo
Pm
for a particular ccaibinationof Mj, ~, and 7j. The solid boundaries
~ of 1; the three dasdenote changes in hed boundsxies between the
Pm
Pj
solid boundaries correspond to changes in ~ of 0.25 and are also cal-
crilatednot interpolated boundaries. For cl%ty, a number of the groups
have insets covering the lower range of xq h ‘Mch ‘he ‘Umte +
is shown to twice scale. The order of presentation of these groups of
bounrkries is as follows:
I Figure I %
II
2 1.5
2.0
i 2.5
5 3.0
d
I/
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.Forfigures
of 50, 100, 15°,
u.uJlllwLIJ~-y --=...*A--
2 to 5, parts (a), (b), (c),
and 20°, respectively. Each
5
and (d) are for ~
figure su.ditision contains
five groups of boundaries corresponding to the five values of 7J, and
these five groups sxe presented in the order of ascending values of 7i,
that
from
is, from 73 = 1.u.5 to 1.667.
u
Effects of Variables
Pj
The effect of increasing static-pressure ratio ~ is obvious
figures 2 to 5. Effects of the other variables a: a static-pressure
ratio of 5 (arbitrarily chosen) are shown in figure 6. At this static-
pressure ratio, the effect of increasing Mj (fig. 6(a)) is to decrease
the initial inclhxation of the boundsry, to increase the maximum diameter
of the free jet, sad to move the maximum diameter fsrther away fran the
plane of the jet exit. me effect of increasing 73 (fig. 6(b)) is to
decrease the initial inc~nation of the boundsry, to decrease the max-
imum diameter of the free jet, and tQ move the ~ diameter closer
to the plane of the jet exLt. The effect of increasing ~ (fig. 6(c))
is to increase the initial incllnatian of the boundary, to increase the
maxbnum dismeter of the free jet, and to move the maximum diameter closer
to the plane of the jet exit. A brief examinatim at other values
of u Heated that these effects are apparently @pical of all
Pm
pressure ratios; however, there might be exceptions which were not dis-
closed by this examination.
Simulation of One
h figures 2 to 6 it maybe
Jet Boundary by Another
noted that the initial inc~nation of
the boundary varies with eve& variable. When jet boundaries are simu-
lated, the initial.inclination is, perhaps, the most important proper~
to be duplicated. (See refs. 1 snd 2.) For this reason and because of
the problems confronted in jet simulation, it is of interest to exsmine
the degree of boundsry simuhtion that may be achieved by simulating
initial inclination only through a variation of ~ only and, in addi-
tion, to determine whether ccmrpletesibilation is ~ossible through a
variation of alJ-variables.
ti order to aid in the selection of values
same initial inclination bj, figure 7 has been
.
—
Pj
of — that give the
Pm
prepsred which gives the
.
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Pj 1
variation with ~ of the initial inclination for a jet exhausting from
a nozzle having z~ro divergence angle (denoted by bjo). The value .
of Ej at any fhite value of ~ is siurply%he sum of ~ + ISjo.
Figure 8 presents some typical examples of boundary simulation.
Random examples of the boundary simulation that may be expected by
duplication of 8j only are shown in figures 8(a) to 8(d). h these
‘j is allowed to vary f30exsmples Mj and ~ remain constant and ~
m
that the value of bj is ye same for both values of 7j. (See fig. 7.)
In essence, a bound& given by an air jet (7j = 1.400, dashed born)
is compsr~ with a boundary given by a jet of-another gas or by a heated
W jet (7,3< ll@. The results indicate that the differences between
the boun~ies thus simulated csn be attributed primarily to differences
in 7j and that differences in 7j of the order of 0.1 or less create
negligibly small differences in the boundary when the initial inclination
is duplicated. This observation also impl&es that, insofar as the effects
of boundary shape are concerned, air jets heated to the order of 2,500° R
or lower can be satisfactorily simulated by cold air jets by altering
the pressure ratio to give the same initial inclination. The results
discussed in the appendix show that this observation may be extended to
the case of supersonic jets exhausting into supersonic stieams. J
~gure 8(e) gives sm example which i~ustrates tie point that the
boundary of any jet may be satisfactorily simulated by an air jet by
1,
aUowing a freedcm of choice of the variables for the air jet. Extremely
P~
large values of ~ would, of course, produce exceptions. (It till be
m
noted that the boundaries of figure 8 are, as before, given h the
discontinuous-slopeform. This form tends to exaggerate the differences
in the lower range of #-~ P@icw& at the first calculated point on
j
the boundary.)
IRl_gure8(f) illustrates that, for a psz-titularvalue of 7+, there
are a number of cdtxinations of Mj, %jd~mt
a
tially the same boundary.
u
produce essen-
ihterpolddon snd Ecla?apolatim of (!al.cuhtedBoundaries
Interpolation and cross-plotting can be used to obtain a reliable
boundary within the remge of any of the variables covered by these cal-
culationsl
—.
!lhereliabi~ty of a boundary necessitating the use of etiapolation to
cover a variable the magnitude of which places it outside the range of
these calculations is not readily apparent. A cursory examination> how-
Pj
ever, gave the followhg titications. Extrapolations of ~ should not
Pj m
exceed values of ~ of about 14 and probably less; extrapolations
Pj
below — = 1 are’~ot recommended. Extrapolations to GN = Oo are of
Pm ..
particular interest since the nozzle having parallel flow at the exit
is often encountered. This extrapolation may be made with good results
as indicated by the”exsmple given in figure 9 where an extrapolated
boundary for ~= 0° is shown to be in gocilagreement with the cal-
-.
culated boundary for eN = 0° frmn reference 1. Extrapolations to
v@ues of ~ in excess of about 25° are not recamended. Extrap-
olations of Mj to Mj = 1 (9N = 00) appear permissible, and extrap-
oktions to Mj - 3.5 or slightly higher appear within reason. The
necessity for extrapolations”of .7j beyond the range of these calcuJ.a-
tions appears remote; however, should the need arise, the extrapolation
could in all l.ikeldhoodbe @e with confidence.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Calculations have been made by the method of characteristics of 2960
boundaries of supersonic adsymnetric free jets exhausting from conically
divergent nozzles into still air. The calculations cover jet Mach num-
bers from 1.5 to 3.0, ratio of specific heats of the jet from 1.U5
to 1.667, divergence an~es of the nozzl..efrom & to 200, and jet static-
pressure ratios from 1 to 10. The results me presented nondimensionaUy
and in a form that faci~tates practical use. Some random examples of
the effects of the variables involved are shown, and the possibilities
of the simulation of one jet by another are examined for jets exhausting
into still air and into supersonic streams.
Langley Aeronautical laboratory,
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics,
I=@.ey Field, Vs., June 22, 1956.
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JETS EXKMJSTING INTO SUPERSONIC STREAMS
Because of the neglAgi%3y smalJ-clifferences found in the boundaries
of supersonic jets exhausting into still air for differences in Yj of
the ord& of 0.1, provided the ini~ial inclination is duplicated, an
attempt was made to determine whether equally small clifferences in the
boundary shape and, of eq- importance, b the aaibientwave inter-
ference field could be expected for supersonic jets exhausting into super-
sonic streams under the ssme conditions of simulation (identical ~j).
At the outset, one might suspect that the effect of a given change
~ Yj would have less effect upon the jet-boundary shape for jets
e~usting expansively into supersonic streams as compsred with jets
Pj
exhausting into still air at the ssme value of This suspicion srises
g“
for the following reas-. For the same value of ~, the jet exhausting
Pm
into the supersonic stream undergoes considerably less expsnsion than the
jet exhausting into still air because of the pressure rise across the
exit shock generated in the supersonic stream. Thuss effectively, the d
initial portion of the isstig jet flow for the jet exhausting into the
supersonic stresm resembles that which occurs for a jet exhausting into
Pj
still air at a sigdficantly lower value of ti reference 1, it
~“
Pj
has already been shown that the lower the value of the less the
r
‘4 . 1 changes in 7jeffect of y~, and that at
Pm
greater than 0.4
have negligible effect upon the boundary shape of jets exhausting into
still air.
A characteristic calctition has been made by Scli&f’erin reference 3
for a jet having ~ = 2.37, yj = 1.405, EIN= 12.50, and exhausting
at ~s8.9 into an ambient stream having a Mach nuuiberof 3.24 and
Pm
a ratio of specific heats of 1.40’5(same as jet ; the exterior surface
&ahead of the jet exit had a boattail angle of 9 . la reference 4, the
isobars for this calcuktion have been ccmputed and the calculation is
presented in isobsr-stieamllne form. (The values of some of the initial
variables quoted in figure 13 of reference 4 contain slAght errors which
were corrected for this calculation.) The SchHfer calculation has been .
repeat~ with the initial varia%les remaining the same except for 7J,
. -*
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Pj
which was changed to 103(X), ad p—, which was reduced so that the initial.
w
inclination of the mixing boundary was duplicated. This new calculation
was carried to the maximm diameter of the jet. Tbe boundary shape and
the interference isobars in the smbient stream obtained in this cal-
culation could not be distinguished from those shown in reference 4.
!Ihus,the conclusion dra~m for jets exhausting into still air would appear
to apply as welJ to jets exhausting into supersonic streams, namely,
differences in yj of the order of at least 0.1 create negligibly small
differences when the initial inclination of the jet boundary is duplicated.
On the basis of the above conclusion, cold air jets ~be expected
to simulate the wave interference of other jets satisfactorily in the
rmge of variables covered in reference 2 when the imitial incldnption
is duplicated according to the curves of reference 2. (me results of
reference 2 are for 7j = 9/7 or 1.286; therefore, the cold-air-jet
simulation amounts to a difference in yj of the order of 0.1.)
Furthermore, the curves of reference 1 giving initial inclination of the
boundary and of the exit shock may be used to achieve simulation of the
wave-interference field with cold air jets over a larger region of the
interference field than was at ftist thought possible.
_ _.--—. ..—— -.. .. ——— —-
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